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We say that a CH pair f if, Ml with W connected has ~ohomoi~gic~l djmens~on 
ic most tf, and wr~e~d.(~! M) G I!, if(i) for the universal cover p: IV=+ W and 
M 5 p’“’ l(M), Hj( iC’, M; z) = 0 for all i > tt, and (ii) for all coefficient bundles % 
over I%!, N”+t .I+“, *M;%) = 0. 
If c.d.( IV, M) 6 n, where it 3 3, it is easy to show with the methrlds of f 141 that 
there exist a complex L 3 M with dim (L +- M) 6; n and a homotopy equivajel~~e 
(which can be chosen simpie if W is fnkite) L + W (rel M). 
Huwever for II = t this need not be true, For an example, take W contractible 
and M of type (n, I9 where n is one of the groups of [. i ,61. An evident further 
necessary condition in this case is that for eachxEM, nt(M;x)+ nt(W;.x) be 
injeotive. When this afso is satisfied, we will say that ( W, M) satisfies DI _ We con- 
jecture that given any CW pair (8%: M’) ~tjsfy~ng DI , there is a homatopy equiv- 
alence W -* L (rel M) with dim (L -- M) 4 1. 
in this paper we first reduce the problem to one in group theory, by shcwing 
that it depends only on the fundan~ental groups evolved. We will study this prob- 
fern, assuming these groups finitely generated. tn this case we can reduce the con- 
jecture to another one concern@ ‘acuessibifity’ of the groups in a sense to be 
defined in Section 3. A more detailed iscussion of this reduction is given at the 
end of the paper, 
Even ~~ur~~ing our conjecture, it is not possible when W is finite to choose the 
above homotopy equivalence f, -+ Hr(rel nr) to be simple: there is a web-defined 
obstruction in the ~~te~~ead group of nt(FV). 
The case when &f is empty is equ~v~e~lt to he result of Stahings f 121 and Swan 
1 li 31 that groups of cohomologicai dimension 1 are free. We c3rr thus assume 
i%f # 8. A first relativ~sation f this result is also due to Swan. We will make much 
use of the resutts and techniques of these two papers. 
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5 I. Reduction of the probfem 
In t!k sectitin, we reduce the problem to a problem in group theory, and show 
how the general result follows from the case when M is connected. 
Write G for R,( It9 and ( Hi: i E I 1 for the fkndamen ta! groups of the components 
of M, indexed by I = no(M). Write lJjEl K(H~, I ) for the disjoint union, and em&d 
this in K(G, 1) so as to induce (up to conjugacy) the inclusion maps of the funda- 
mental groups, 
Proof. Let A be a family of arcs in ii; disjoint except perhaps at their end points 
from fi and each other, such that each arc jcjins two components of %, %tJ A is 
connected, and A is minimal with this property. Suclt a family certz~irily exists if we 
assume. as we may, tllat M contains the O-skeleton of W; we can take A to he n set 
of I-cells. Then Hi&U A, 3 = 0 = Hi( ~, & for i # 1, and by minimality of A, 
is an isomorphism. k!enceJi( ?+ % V ,4 ) = 0 for all i, and since each component 
of 2 is l-connected so is MU A; thus ,$ W A C @ is ii homotopy equivalence. 
Choose an inclusion M C KAf = UiF,yl K(Hi, I ) inducing an homorphism of fundrt- 
mental groupoids, and with /CA, n W = M. By van Kampcn’s theorem. WC KAbI U IV 
also induces an isomorphism of fundamental groupoidn. so its univcrsJ cover con- 
gins G: write (K,+, U IV)- = ghf U $. Now a deformation retraction of 5 on 
M L’ A induces one of (k’, U IV)% on zk U A. Each component of zM is contrac- 
tible, and A contains just enoug!t arcs to connect fhem up, so 2*&f U A is contractible. 
Hence KM U W is of type (,G’, 1). The result now follows as tlte reia tive homology 
and cohomology groups of the pairs (CL’, M) and (K,w U tz’. Kbf ) coincide. 
We now reduce our origina! problem to a group-theoretic one. If dim (I# ~.. M) = 1, 
then (up to homotrpy) W is formed from Af by attaching i-cells. It follows that C; 
is the free product of (conjugates of) tile subgroups Hi and a free group. Conversely, 
assume this. T!xn l&e can attach I-cells to M and map the resuiting I, to W so as to 
induce an isomorphism on fundamental groups. By a mapping cylinder construction, 
suppose L C W. Then ris obtained from % by adding arcs A just as above, so ZC: q 
is a homotopy equivalence. klence so is tile inclusion L C W. 
Say that (C, {Hi f) satisfies Di when tile ff, are subgroups of C; such that 
(K(G, I), lJic;_, K(Hi-, 1)) satisfies Di. We see that our original problem is equivalent 
to showing tllat this itnplies that G is the free product of (conjugates oQ the Hi and 
a free group. 
The most natural case of the above is when M is connected, so {Hi 1 is just one 
subgroup H. The simplification is not inherited by subgroups, however. For Ict S be 
a subgroup of C; regard K(S, I) correspondingly as a covering space of A’((;, I ). The 
induced covering of K(li, 1) then splits in to cornponen ts K(S f~ M, 1). where g runs 
through representatives of the double cosets &SC G; and it follows that 
IS* ( SflHB 1) satisfies Df 1 
In good cases, the above can be reversed, 
The (relative) cohomofogy of S is computed from a free chain complex C* with 
generators given by lifts to the universal cover of cells of A’@* 1). For (6, H) we can 
use the same cells and even the same lifting. The boundaries of the cells are un- 
altered by the reinterpretation, so we have the chain complex C* Qpzs n. Now 
fcx any i%-mcrdule M, 
Since condition (i) is immediate by excision, the result follows. 
Suppose we can show that for (G, H) satisfying Dl, G is the free product dff 
and a free group: thus we can form a K(G, I ) from K(H, 1) by attaching 1 -ceils. 
Suppose G as above; consider the covering space of K((G, t ) corresponding to the 
subgroup S of C -- it is of type (S, 1). The inverse image of K{H. t ) is (as noted 
above) UK@ n W, 1). The only non-contractible components of this correspond 
to the nontrivial S n HR, and these are just the Hti Shrinking each contractible one 
to a point does not alter homotopy type, and we now see that we have a K($ I) 
formed from the K(H,+ 1) for the given subgroups of S by attaching O-cells and 1 ~cek. 
It foSlows that S is a free product of conjugates of the Hi and a free group. 
52. Cohomology theory 
We will now interpret our hyputhesis in the more group-theoretic terms which 
will be needed below. I have been careful to write ‘Dl‘ to avoid potential confusion 
with other interpretations of relative cohomological dimension for groups. For 
example, it does not mean that the ExtTG HI groups of Hochschild [S] vanish for 
!I 2 2, though an interpretation may be sought using the ‘mixed’ ExtZ groups of 
Butler and Horrocks 131. In this paper we will be more down-to-earth. 
Write P for the kernel of the map induced by augmentation, 
Ftiof. Write 1%‘~ K(G, I), M = Uie, K(Hi, I), with MC Ic’. Let p: E-+ W be the 
universal cover, 2 = p .- I( @. In the exact sequence of ZG-modules 
the extreme terms vanish. HO( $9 2 2, and we can identify Ho@) with iz,(2% mzir, Z). 
I 
Thus PS HI@,%), and b,y tJe argument of 114. Lemma 2.11 9 Pis projective. 
_cEnversely, since Ht ( W. M’) = 0 for i # 1, if P is projective the chain complex of 
(IV, M) is equivalent (in the derived category of complexes of 2Gmodules) to one 
with P as the only nonzero module (see e.g. 115. Theorem 61). so that c.d.( h?, M) G 1. 
We can rewrite this condition in the case when I is a singleton. Write 2, = Ker e: 
z1(7 + i!! for the augmentation ideal of G (similarly for H, etc.). Then we have a 
commutative diagram with exact rows 
If we regard this as a short exact sequence of chain complexes, it has a homology 
sequence, which boils down to an isomorphism, 
Corollary. If (G, H) satisfies D1. I, splits as the direct sum ZG 9 IN @ P. 
This is essentialiy equivalent to a lemma of Swan [ 13,4.6] . Note that since 
ZGazH Zis the free Abelian group on cosets of H in G, Pcan only vanish if H= G. 
$3. Theory of ends 
TIIP classical theory of ends of finitely &eneratcd proups is described, for example. 
in 14, 51. F;or our purposes, the following statement will suffice. If 6; is finite, Q; 
hasocnds. IfI~isinfinitc,b~Jtt~*ff~;~G)=O,C;has 1 end. fff;lt(G;ZG)Z& 
G has 2 ends, Otherwise, Hr(G; ZGj is not finitely generated, and G has = ends. 
This Led to the prohlcm of determining the number of ends of G in terms of its 
group theoretic structure. This problem was solved by John Stallings. However, the 
case of 2 ends was character&d earher by Hopf 19) as that in which G has an in- 
finite cyclic s~~b~roup of finite index. As was shown by myself [ 16] and StallinRs 
[ t2], this is e~~~~iva~ellt to having a finite n~~rrna~ sub~r~~u~ with quotient infinite 
cyclic or dihedral, 
Tu describe the results. we need the concept of free product with amalgamated 
subgroup. in two forms. 
Ci) Let PI. & C‘be groups, it,: C + /I and it : C- B monomorphisms. Write 
A *= B fur the quotient of the free product A * B by the normal subgroup generated 
by elements i,(c) iI&-” 1 ). An expressi~~n C; 2 A *c B is called a decomposition of 
C, and is trivial only if io or il is an i~orn~~rphisn~, 
(ii) Let A, C be groups, iO and i, : c’+ A monomorFhisi~~s. 
Write A *c for the quotient of A * Zby the normal subgroup generated by ele- 
ments f.- lQr(~) fit (c- t ). An expression G z A *c is a non-trivial desomposition 
of G. 
Sufficiency is easily checked: we remark that the case of 2 ends occurs with a 
decomposition A *c when i. (hence also i, ) is an isomorphism, and with A *c. B 
wfren 1 A: i&y = IB: ij(cy = 1. fn these cases there is only one non-trivial decom~ 
position. 
Fur the proof* we refer to f 121 (and rely on 121 or [4j to extend the arguments 
to the finitely generated case), To extend the results to the non-torsion-free cast*, the 
crucial step is the following strengthening (due to Stallings) of [ 12,4.11. We give an 
outline sf the argument, since the result is not yet published. 
Staiiing’ argument with bipolar struot,urcs then leads to a decomposition 
G--/i *cHorn *c. 
Proof. By the argument of [ 12,4.1], Cis the subgroup ofgE C such tfratgP+P 
bounds a finite co&in, For such g, either gE+E or gE+ P is finite. Let D be the 
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subgroup of C (of index at most 2) consisting of $ with gl:: + E finite. By [ I?, 4,61. 
the set of g such that gP meets P is finite. But if g E 5 and gP does not meet P, then 
[ 12.2.31 either gEC E or ECgE But now by induction g’&‘C E (or fz‘ C db) for 
all natural numbers r, so g has infinite order. Assuming G has infinitely many ends, 
this contradicts [ 12, 3.51, 
In the torsion-free case, since A *f, 1 - 2~ A * 2, the conclusion of Theorem 5 can 
be paraphrased by saying that G is either a free product or infinite cychc. Since by 
Crushko’s theorem [ 11,7) G cannot be infinitely decomposed as a free product it 
follcws by induction that any fiiitely generated torsion-free group is the free pro- 
duct of a free group and groups with one end. 
This argument is still lacking in the general case, and constitutes the one gap in 
the development of this paper. We now formalise the problem. Say that G is CL 
accessible if it has at most 2 ends, and inductively that it is tr-acccssibtc if it has the 
form A *c B or A *c with C finite and A, R (n-- 1 )-accessible (trivial decompositions 
not excluded). 
Conjecture. Every finitely generated group is n-accessible for some n 
The validity of our solution to the problem raised at the beginning of the paper 
depends on the accessibility of certain groups related to G. Certainly all is well if G 
is torsion free, but in that case a much simpler argument suffices anyway. 
$4. Subgroups of amalgamated free products 
Since Tbcorem 4 is our main technical tooi, we shall need information about 
free products with amalgamation, particuhrrly about their subgroups. For ordinary 
free products one has the Kuro!: subgroup Theorem, which is w&known to follow 
easily from covering space arguments. We will use these methods here also, having 
a taste for geometry. The arguments can aIso be formulated algebraicaNy, using 
groupoids, as in Higgins (71, adapting the geometrical argument of 1 I I]. 
Before starting the general discussion, we make the following observation, which 
will be needed later. 
Remark. If G = A *c B or A *cy with C finite, is not a free product, then neither are 
A and 8. 
If, in the first case, A = 5 * E:’ then by Kuro? Theorem Cis conjugate to a sub- 
group of 5 or E, say E’; conjugating, we may suppose CC E. But then 
is a free product, a contradictic!n. !n the second case we either have the same contra- 
diction or can suppose in(c) C 22, it(C) C I:‘. Hut then G is the free product of 
t“ ‘Ctr *. . 
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E and the infinite q~cliu group generated by t. 
Our r%6 od consists in the f~~~low~r~g~ Suppose G = A *c B or A *c. Then we can 
form an Eilcnberg-MacLrrne space K(G, I ) from &A, 1) U #(B, I) or K(A, I) by 
attaching A’(C, 1) X 1 along K(C, 1 j X (0, f ) which is injected via iu and it. Now for 
any subgroup S of G WC’ consider the covering space of K(G. 1) carresponding toS, 
It is de~o~l~~~~~d into parts ~~rresp~~nd~n~ to A, B and C. Indeed, Iet W be any suh- 
group of G with K(H” t ) C A’(G* 1). Then the induced covering of K(H, 1) breaks up 
into compontx ts which correspond bijeetivefy to double case ts WgS: the corre- 
s~ond~ng ~~~rn~onent has f~indar~~enta~ groupHr I? S. 
Moreover, this des~r~p?i~~n s natural: suppose we have K(C, 1) C K(A, I) C #(G, I)_ 
Then the components of ?he S-covering space corresponding to doublle cosets Cat S, 
A g2 Swill be incident if and only if Cg? S (I: A g2 S. 
Thus starting from G = A *c B or A *c and S C G, we have a K(S, 1) which looks 
like a graph. with (at each vertex) Ei(Ag I? S, I ) or h’(E@ f! S, t ) a!td iedges of the 
form A+(V n S, 1) X I: the incidcnccs being determIned as above. Unfortunately, 
the graph so brbtained isusoahy infinite and we must work to reduce it to a finite 
subgraph, Tt3 illustrate ?hc tc~hniyue. we now use it to prove orre simple result. 
T%&. Kepresent i?r by an inclusion KCC, I ) X 0 C K(d, 1); similarly for it. Then 
Ald, f ) U MC. I) X I cf K(B, 1). rcsp. K(A, 1) U A’(C: I ) X I is a space of type 
(A *c+ B. t ). resp. (A *cq I ). Lwk at the covering space corresponding to the sub- 
group G. The preimage of K:fc’. 1) X I breaks up inta contpunents I%; X f, say. 
If any of thtlsc fail to disconnec? K(G, 1). write X for the fundamental group of 
its complcmcnt. % = a,: then G = X $ as required. 
If IV* X I scpara?es QG, 1) into twct ~~r~p~~nents, with f~~ndarn~rtta~ groups X 
and Y, and % = n It ( Wa 1. then C = S *;r I” is a deuamposition as required, unless 
it is trivial Le. Z maps onto one of k: Y. 
We may thus suppt~~ that for each h’<) we obtain a trivial decomposition of G. 
Now since G is finitely gen~~t~d, we can ohi~ose a finite set of foops which generate 
it; these will lie in a fjnite fconnectcd) union I, ctf comporttats &‘fi of the preimage 
of K(A, I ); I/, of the preimage of A’(& I ‘): and IV0 X 1. Since in, i, are injectivc, so 
arc the maps of fundamcntat groups induced by inclusions TV& 2 0 + tjti, 
Wu X I -+ G; (or ii,,. It follows that R,(L) + G is injective, and hcnze an isomor- 
phism. 
We witf now ntake an induction on the number trl_ ofo such that ?+lkX fC L. 
If ~1. = 0, I, = “jfi or VT, and G = s,(t) is conjugate to a subgrclup of 4 or R, as 
asscrtcd. (~t~terwis~, choose tiffi X I C I,: let it separate f. = 1-n U (TV0 X I) W Lt. 
Since the resulting dcc*cqxnition is trivial wc can chttost? one of I,, and 1. ? . say 1.n. 
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SO that nl(LO) = n!(L) = G. Now we can apply the induction hypothesis to Lo. 
Tt~e result follows. 
55. The case when G has one end 
We are now ready to start work on our main problem: in this section, after some 
preliminaries, we prove the result in the cases when G has at most 2 ends. 
L,emmaf.Let(G. ~ffi))s~tisfyD1;letg”lhg=k~ithgEG, I #hEHi* kEH/. 
Th~tl i = j and g E Hi. 
Proof. Represent h, k by maps 
SiXO~K(Hi.l), Six l-R(Hi, 1). 
The hypothesis implies that we can extend to a map 
f: S’ X I -+ UC, l)= W, say, 
where the path of 1 X I reprcsentsg. I_& 6’ be the covering space corresponding to 
the (non-trivial) cyclic subgroup S generated by h, and @ the corresponding covering 
of UK(H,, 1). Our homotopy f lifts to a map F: S* X I + w, since f 1 (S* X 0) does 
by construction. Since* H,(l?, A) = 0, F represents he zero homology class, so 
ITS* X 0 U S1 X 1) is nullhomdogous in I@: But F’(Sj X 0) is not, so FtSt X I) must 
lie in the same component of iii’. 6 follows 
path joining this component o itself - the 
coset Hi IS = Hi - belongs to Hi. 
that i = i, and that g. which lifts to a 
component corresponding to the double 
Corollary 1. Jf i # jl Hi n Hj = { 1). The srontviviul Hi are distinct subgtwups of G. 
Corollary 2. Suppose HI corltains P nuntrivial nornzal subgroup of G. Theft HI = G’ 
undHi=(l)f~>ri# I. 
“These follow immediately from the lemma. 
Proposition 8. Lot F he a finite subgroup of C;. Then for some g E C, iE /, we have 
g-‘FgC Hi. 
* It follows from 1 IS] that if ( W, A0 satisfks D 1, the relative homology and cohomology groups, 
with respect to any coefficient bundle. vanish in dimensions b 2. 
Proof. First suppose F of prime order and the result fdsc. Then no conjugate of I= 
meets any Hi. Thus the covering space iti of K(G, 1 ) corresponding to F’ induces a 
covetingM of lJK(Hi, I) each component of which is contractible. Hut then 
H2(ji', i@:Z) = H2(F; Z) + 0 , 
a contradiction. 
Now use induction on 1 Fi. Let M be a maMla1 subgroup: since 1 FI is not prime, 
1 < 1Ml <IF\. By induction, we can writcg.-lMg C Hi. If now forsomexE(F-M), 
M meets x”“tMx nontrivially then by Lemma 7 g”lxg E Hi: now, since ICI is maxi- 
mal,g-*F’gC Hi. But if.r-llf.x nM= (I ] for all .x E(F- M). Fis a Frobenius 
poup and so has a proper normal subgroup. If we use this instead of M. WC obtain 
the desired result. 
For G has a finite normal subgroup F with C/F isomorphic to Zor to Z2* 2,. 
If p is nontrivial, by Proposition 8 we have F C Hi+ and the result now fdlvws bq 
Corollary 2 to Lemma 7. Similarly if G = Z and Hi is nontrivial or if 0 2 22 *Z, 
and Hi leas order greater than 2 (when it contains a nontrivial normal suh~roup), 
we find Hi = C. Otherwise, by Proposition 8, the two factors 22 are conjugate to 
distinct Hi, Hi; as there are no more conjugacy classes of subproups of order 2, any 
further II4 are trivial. 
Proaf. WC have cpimorphisms (where II = 1 I 1 ) 
?IZG $ @(ZG & ZG z ; 
iei I 
write (U, p) = Ker E and (J, i) = Ker y. Since by hypothesis P is pryjectivc, there 
exists s: Y -+ rrZG with ys = p. Oroose a ZG-free tcsolu tion 
R%:FJJ(), 
Then the following is also exact: 
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Since G has one end, @(G; ZG) and H’(G; ZGj vanish, so the dual sequence is 
exact too: 
W.0) 
R* - 
(U*j*,S*f 
p03pp*----- nZG + 0 . 
The middle map gives an isomorphism of Ker M* @ Y* with nZG: denote its testric- 
tion by 
k*: P + nZG . 
Then s*k* = 1 and v*j*k* = 0. h 
Since G is a finitely generated group, the kernel of the augmentation ZG + Z is 
a finitely generated .ZG-module. Hence so are the kernel of 64, and its quotient P. 
Thus P is reflexive. Hence dualising k* gives a map k: nZG + P, and ks 2 1. Also 
kjv= 0, as it factors through its double dual 
As v is surjective, kj= 0. Hence k factors through 4, k = lq say. Now 1 p= ks = fqs = lp, 
so I splits p. Hence also E is split, say hy nt. 
Since nz f 0, for some i there is a nontrivial 2%homomorphism VI’: Z-+ ZG %liii?: 
But each element of G/Hi must appear with the same nonzero c(Kfficient in tzt’(l ). 
Thus Ni has finite index in G, and so contains a normat subgroup of finite index, 
necessarily nontrivial. The result now follows from lemma 7, Corollary 2. 
86. The induction step 
Let G be a finitely generated group. We will say that G satisfies(P) if it ix neither 
a free pro&t nor infinite cyclic: cc.1 uivalen tly, if it has no non-trivial decompxjsi tion 
A *(,+A *{*I. We say that G satisfies (Q) if whenever (G, (Hi) j satisfies Pl , 
we have all Iii trrvral except one which equals G. A special case of our main conjes- 
tivc is that {P) implies IQ). In the previous section we have proved this for groups G 
with at most 2 ends. 
Theorem IO. Let G satisfj (P J and have the jitrm A ac H or A *c, wirh C finire. If A 
anti B sari@ (Q), so does G, 
Note that by a remark in Section 4, A and S satisfy (P) ifG does. It thus follows 
by induction that 
Corollary. If G is awessibk and satisfies (P), it also satisfies (Q). 
Thus we have proved that (Pj implies fQ), module the conjective that aff finiteiy 
genera ted groups are accessihit 
Proof of Theorem IO, Suppose (Ii, t/f,]) satisfies 51. Write Mj = *H,q *F, whenz It’ 
is free and the Hji are not free products nor infinite cyclic (this is possible by 
Gru%t~‘~ ‘fhetsrem). Then cffi, (Ni,j) s;ttisfies 51, hence SO dms (C, f?fijJ). If we 
cm show that sc31ne Ht- = G, it follows that !.fi=G, hence the result. So it suffices 
to proceed Ott the assumption that ihe Hi satisfy (P). 
By Prrupxition 8, C is ccmjugate to a subgroup of some Hi* so we may suppose 
CC If, _ By kernrna 9, if i > 1, Eli meets no conjugate of C, and H, meets CK only if 
g E Ht. f-icncc by Theorem 6, since ffi satisfies (P). it is conjugate to a subgroup of 
A or of H, if i > I. For Ht itself, we refer io the proof of Theorem 6, in the nota- 
tion there used. We have rrt(Wa) n~~rltrjvial for only a single ai: since Ht satisfies (P) 
we can then rcducc n/ to 1. Herycu Nt =J If i’ *c Hp. say. with If{’ C A and ff: C 8: 
of. if G 2 A *cp, WE m& have Hi = Hi4 qc with Hi’ CA. 
it thus follows that we can choc>se an emhedding of M = U K(H,, 1) in 
= w,&J W~XfUW,) say, 
c1 CVR is to bc omitted). But the pairs f W_+l, WA 1, trsi;t, MB) dso satisfy 
Dl, For A$ is a union of certain A’(ffi, I) with the Hi conjugated to lie in A, and 
oCK{fff, I ). or possibly (when G 2” A ec) S~SO a K(!i~‘, 1). Hence the injectivity 
conditi~rn is satisfied. As to the other, the condition on homology follows by 
excision, and if R is any %Gnooduk, let Rci be the induced ZG-module. Then R 
is a j?d -direct summand of RC, and 
by excision (Swan needs a tengthy algebraic development for the analogous rcsnlt 
f 13.Z.3t. but it follows at once from the topdogical interpretation); since the 
lc~t~hand side vanishes, so do f@( WA, MA ; RG) and its direct su~~~ntand 
H2(W1, &; R). 
tkrl d satisfies {Q). Since Hf 1 C is already nonzero, it follows that F !’ E A and 
there are no further Hi C A: thus in particular when G = A *c WC cannot ha:e 
H, = Hi’ oc H;“. Thus if G =: A *c, H, = Hf ec = A *c = G. If G = A *c Ir then, 
simfiarly, Hf = B and again HI = G. This proves the theorem. 
We now use a sintilar argumcn t fw groups which do not satisfy (P). 
Roof. AS for Theorem IO, WC nlay XBUM~ thtit the Hi srtt.iSfy (P). Then if G = A * N, 
WC may assume by Theorem 6 that each Hi is contained in n or in H. It follows, as 
above, that (A, {Hi)) satisfies Dl. The result thus follows by induction on the num- 
ber of indecomposable free factors of C (note that in the case G = 2 nothing is as- 
ser ted). 
For decompose C as in the Theorem. By an argument in the next section, each 
factor is accessible, and hence by Theorem 10. Corollary, satisfies (Q). The result 
thus follows from the Theorem. 
5 7. Conclusion 
We will dcducc our main resutt from those of the preceding section by a trick due 
to Swan [ 1.3, 5.1). Let (G, H) satisfy DI. Write 
If H is finite, we will see that accessibility of I. implies that of G. 
Proof. If H is rinite, it satisfies (P) and the result follows from Theorem 1 I, Corollary. 
Otherwise, we form L as above. As in Theorem 2, it follows by excision that 
(L, H X 2) satisfies D1. Since W is infinite, H X 2 has only one end, and hence satis- 
fies (P). Again by the oorolfary to Theorem I 1, we have a free product decomposi- 
tion t = (H X 2) * F, with F a free group. Factoring out the normal subgroup gen- 
erated by 2, it follows that G = H * F, as stated. 
It remains to comment a little on the problem of accessibility. First, the argu- 
ment works without a hitch ifG is torsion-free; and for this it suffices by Proposi- 
tion H that the Hi be so. flowever, in this case the result follows immecliatcly by 
combining (4.2) and (5.1) of [ I 3 1. 
Secondly, it is possible to improve the hypothesis of Theorem 12 somewhat. I 
have no results assuming merely that H (or the Hi) are accessible, but an earlier (and 
much more ~~n~p~i~at~d) proof of Theurem I2 using only act.*essihility of G. The 
idea was to use a d~~~nlp~siti~r? of I, (which has OQ end% by muits of Swan) and 
study exactly how it deconpcxed G; then to USC induction C-HI the rank of Nt( W, M; 
z). The induction base came from combining the Corollary tlr Theorem 1 1. which 
implies that tt’ can be obtained (up to homolnpy) from M by adding l-cells and 
2-ceils, with a resuf t of Kaplansky [IO] . We can then cambinrt Theorems 2 and t 2 
to obtain 
Finally, it remains to check two earlier assertions about a:~~~cssihility, Now the 
definition shows inductively that C is accessible iff we can build a K(G, I) modeiled 
un B finite graph, with each vertex replaced by a K(/& I) (H wiih 0 or 1 end) and 
each edge by a K(F, I) X I, F finite_ If G is a free product K * Y, each F, H is 
(essentially ur?i~uef~) ~~r~jugabte into a subgroup of X or Y, !>y Thco!ent 6. If we 
cut ths edgs ~~~rre~~~n~iil~~ to tr viatI;‘, the compontn tj of the remainder thus 
correspond tu subgroups of X or Y. Hence by rearranging the cut edges, we can 
fcrrm a K(X, 1) as a subgraph af the graph for K(G, I ) so X is accessible. The 
argument that G *H accessible, H finite, implies G accessible issimilar. 
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